With the development of social networks and online mobile communities, group recommendation systems support users' interaction with similar interests or purposes with others. We often provide some advices to the close friends, such as listening to favorite music and sharing favorite dishes. However, users' personalities have been ignored by the traditional group recommendation systems while the majority is satisfied. In this paper, a method of group recommendation based on external socialtrust networks is proposed, which builds a group profile by analyzing not only users' preferences, but also the social relationships between members inside and outside of the group. We employ the users' degree of disagreement to adjust group preference rating by external information of social-trust network. Moreover, having a discussion about different social network utilization ratio, we proposed a method to work for smaller group size. The experimental results show that the proposed method has consistently higher precision and leads to satisfactory recommendations for groups.
Introduction
In recent years, the research of recommendation system and mobile computing has developed very rapidly, and many kinds of recommendation systems have appeared, for example, mobile recommendation system, context-aware recommendation system, and social network recommendation system. However, most of the current system can only be worked for a single user. In fact, many daily activities are carried out by a crowd of people from different regions, such as watching movies or TV programs, going to restaurant for meal, and traveling and getting service in public. Therefore, it is necessary for the system to consider suggestion of a certain number of people, which is called GRS (group recommendation systems) [1] .
In GRS, group members' preferences may be similar or different. How to get the common preference of group members, alleviate the conflict among group members and make the recommendation result as much as possible to meet the needs of all group members, which is the key problem to be addressed [2, 3] .
The current social network group recommendation systems consider both the strength of the relationship between the members of the group into account [4] [5] [6] and the influence of social network information on each group members [7] [8] [9] and finally generate group recommenders through aggregation strategies. At present, the main influence of social network is the social impact of the group members on the group recommendation systems. At first, when the group preferences are inconsistent, those systems take care of preference of the members with more social influence and ignore some intentions of the members with small social influence. In addition, it is unreasonable that the present GRS still consider the influence of social networks while the group has reached consensus. This paper aims at correcting preference rating by social-trust networks when group rating of item cannot reach consensus. Specifically, this paper uses the real ratings of the external members trusted by the group members to correct the predicted rating of some item. When the disagreement of group is small, namely, group tendency reaches consensus, the influence would be reduced by socialtrust networks on GRS, so as to dynamically adjust the influencing factors of social networks and reduce the error on GRS.
In addition, whole group members are asked to be in the same social network on present social network 2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing recommendation system [4, 5, [7] [8] [9] , and the members of other social networks could be ignored. The method proposed in this paper is that some users who dislike communicating with others on social network and are not in the same social network can benefit from this as well.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the related work recommended by the social network, and Section 3 elaborates the method based on external trust social network proposed in this paper. Section 4 introduces the experimental results. Section 5 summarizes the full text and discusses future work. [3] usually generate group preferences through aggregating individual's ratings. According to the paper by Jameson and Smyth [1] , the main approaches to generate the preference aggregation are merging the recommendations made for individuals, aggregation of ratings for individuals, and constructing a group preference model. Supan et al. [10] present a compilation of the most important preference aggregation techniques. These basic approaches merge the ratings predicted individually for each item to calculate a global prediction for the group. The selection of a proper aggregation strategy is a key element in the success of recommendation. The work by Ricci et al. [11] describes a series of experiments that were conducted with real users in order to determine which strategy performs best. These experiments show that the average and the average without misery strategies perform best from the users' point of view because they seem to obtain similar recommendations to those that emerge from an actual discussion in a group of "humans".
Related Work

Group Recommendation Systems. GRS
Group recommendation systems could be classified into two main categories [12, 13] : those which perform an aggregation of individuals' preferences to obtain a possible group evaluation for each candidate item and those which perform an aggregation of individuals' models into a single group model and generate suggestions based on this model. In the first method, an individual-based recommendation system is first used to generate recommendations for each group member, then a group consensus function is used to merge the individual recommendations and select ones that are most suitable for the whole group. In the second method, a pseudo user profile is generated from all group members, and an individual-based recommendation system is then used at run time to generate recommendations for the pseudo user. By considering the recommendations for individual group members and merging [7] them at run time to generate group recommenders, this GRS architecture can easily accommodate dynamic groups and tailor its recommendations for each specific scenario.
The individual recommender implements the Collaborative Filtering algorithm described in Kelleher and Bridge [14] and group recommendation has largely been studied in the context of Collaborative Filtering (CF) [8, 15, 16] . We have chosen this algorithm because it is widely used to recommend items when the modeling of user preferences is not a valid option (as in most of real scenarios [17] [18] [19] and others [20] [21] [22] [23] ). This algorithm requires users to rate an initial set of items. Then, those ratings are used to estimate the predicted rating for an unrated item.
Some instances have been applied on GRS, such as MusicFX [24] which obtains the information about the clients' interests from a database that stores their music genre preferences (previously and explicitly specified). Some systems make the suggestions which would not be particularly abrupt and maintain the consistency of the recommended style. In order to avoid abrupt music recommendation, music to be played would be considered in FlyTrap [25] . Another system that takes previous selections into account is PoolCasting [26] . It uses a Case-Based Reasoning system to generate a sequence of songs customized for a mobile community of listeners. To select each song in the sequence, first a subset of songs musically associated with the last song of the sequence is retrieved from a music pool; then the preferences of the audience expressed as cases are reused to customize the selection for the group of listeners; finally, listeners can revise their satisfaction (or lack of) for the songs they have heard. Let's Browse [27] first creates the individual profiles as a set of about 50 keyword-weighted pairs obtained by a crawler from the user's page. Then the group preference model results from a simple linear combination of the individuals' profiles.
In addition to personal information, there are some other pieces of information which would be taken into account [28, 29] , and in another interesting content-based recommendation system there is Pocket Restaurant Finder [30] , which recommends restaurants for groups of people based on user location and the culinary characteristics of the restaurant. McCarthy proposes the Pocket Restaurant Finder that recommends restaurants to groups of people considering their culinary preferences and location. Specifically, the recommender uses information like travel distance, expected facilities, cuisine desired, and budget planned. When using the recommendation system, the group members have to express explicitly and the desired values for the four features individually, and they also need to order the features in a level of priority. Then, Pocket Restaurant Finder computes the recommendation by applying an average preferences aggregation method. The restaurants are displayed in a ranked list that matches the group's likes.
Social Network Recommendation
System. One of the important influencing factors of the GRS is the social relationship among group [8, 9, 31, 32] . Research shows that users prefer to accept the recommendation of trusted users rather than anonymous user [5] .
Gartrell et al. [7] proposed that the social network merges into the group recommendation systems for the first time. The method is called Rule-Based Group Consensus Framework, which not only considers the group members' interest, but also describes the group members' weight difference. The system takes social relations, social frequency, and professional level into account.
With the development of the Internet, social platform has been focused by researchers as well. HappyMovie [8] is an online GRS on Facebook; moreover researchers need to handle two tests: one is personality test, getting users' personality through TKI [33] , and personality is divided from selfishness to tolerance, a total of five levels. Usually selfish users are not affected by others and tolerant users are easily impacted, in order to reach consensus in group, making vulnerable users change their recommendations. The other one is building user preference model through choosing enjoyed movies by themselves. Then group suggestion is generated through aggregating individual preferences.
SocialGR [9] is also a real research system, the system takes many aspects of social factors into account, and the main consideration is Trust Relationship (TR), Social Similarity (SS), and Social Centrality (SC). TR reflects the cohesion between two members by analyzing their affective relation. SS reflects the likeness between members, that is, shared activities, likes, friends, or interests. SC reflects members' reputations in the social network. The basic recommendation system utilizes a Collaborative Filtering recommendation system. And group recommender is determined through the Maximizing Average Satisfaction (MAS) strategy.
Current social networks and group recommenders usually considered the strength of the relationship among the members of the group; the tie among members would affect the results of GRS. Though some papers [4] [5] [6] [7] 9] considered the social factors such as personality, trust, personal expertise, and social status of the members; once the information was acquired, the steps of the social networking group recommendation systems were as follows: At first, fetching the list of preference of all group members by individual recommendation system; then, increasing or decreasing the weight of a group of members of the article via social factors; finally, getting the ultimate results of group recommendation systems by some aggregation strategies, which consider the individual recommendation and weight. These methods utilize the social factors more or less; group members' weight is considered in ones; it means that a few of members would be ignored because of some group members play a decisive role, leading to the tendency to influence influential members. Therefore, this paper focuses on the impact of external members on the GRS, the information of external members, and internal members is taken as a whole, respectively.
External-Based Social-Trust Networks
Group Recommendation Systems
GRS Calculation Framework.
As to previous group recommendations in social networks, they consider the strength of the relationship between group members [4, 5] and the impact of social network information on each group member [7] [8] [9] , hence generating group recommendation by the aggregation strategy. At present, the main impact of the social network on the group recommendation systems is the social influence of the group members. On the one hand, when the group preferences are inconsistent, those systems take care of preference of the members with more social influence and take no notice of some intentions of the members with small social influence; on the other hand, it is unreasonable that those system still consider the influence of social networks while the group has reached consensus. The idea of this paper includes the following: correcting preference rating through social-trust networks when group rating of item cannot reach consensus. Specifically, this paper uses the real ratings of external members that are trusted by the group members to correct the predicted rating of items. When the disagreement of group is small, namely, group tendency reaches consensus, the influence would be reduced on GRS by social network, so as to dynamically adjust the influence of social networks and reduce the error on GRS. In fact, most people hope to persuade others to follow their advices when faced with the conflict and large disagreement among the group. At that moment, if there is a role, which you trusted and could tell you what is the best choice, perhaps you would change your mind. Watching a movie with your friends, for instance, you may not intend to do it with them but someone you trusted would change your mind in that just he watched it before and has felt well. This scenario shows correcting group preference by new information when degree of group disagreement is large in GRS, and the group is able to reach consensus. At first, fetching the list of preference of each group member by Collaborative Filtering, and ensuring a special group (by randomly selected group or fasten group), and getting the results of group recommendation systems by some aggregation strategies, the above progress is called classical group prediction. Then, calculating disagreement of item by predictions of group members, disagreement is greatly affected by external trust networks and vice versa. The frame and formula of our method are Figure 1 and formula (1) .
Here, refer to a group and OG (out of group) represents information of external group, namely, users that group members trusted. CGP( , ) (classical group prediction) is predictions of item by individual recommendation system and some aggregation strategies. OAR(OG, ) (outer actual rating) represents actual ratings of external members of group and is a dynamic balance factor of external members and internal members of item , balancing ratings of recommendation between external and internal members. ∐ represents a aggregation strategy. Note that, if OAR(OG, ) = ⌀, then there are no real ratings of item by trusted users, and results calculated by CGP( , ) would be selected. Else if CGP( , ) = ⌀, then there are no predicted ratings of item by group users, and results calculated by OAR(OG, ) would be utilized.
We have adjusted the intensity of the external influence dynamically. When the disagreement of group members is large, we need the external real score to correct. The bigger the disagreement is, the greater the external influence of group members' external influence would be. When the disagreement of group members is small, the opinions of the group members need to be retained. The smaller the disagreement is, the less the group members would be influenced externally. For example, when two people decide to watch a movie together, even if someone recommends a good movie, it may not be easy to influence the decision of the two. We need to solve two problems: one is how to determine the value of , and the other is how to solve OAR(OG, ). CGP( , ) (classical group prediction) represents predictions of item by individual recommendation system and some aggregation strategies; the formula is as follows:
∐ represents a aggregation strategy and pred( , ) represents user 's predicted rating on item by individual recommendation system. In OAR(OG, ), the actual ratings of external members, which are relative to group members, would be introduced into GRS by social network. Moreover, the object of each user trust may be more than one, and two points need to be considered on external actual information: degree of trust and obtaining actual rating set of members that are trusted; the formula is as follows:
Here, refers to a group, OG (out of group) represents information of external group, namely, users that group members trusted, ∐ represents a aggregation strategy, V represents degree of trust of user on user V, V ∈ [0, 1], 0 is trust scarcely, and 1 refers to trust completely. The more the influence, the high the degree of trust in external actual information; actual rating(V, ) represents actual rating of user V on item .
Dynamic Adjustment of Parameter
LVD.
This approach utilizes disagreement and refines a little on disagreement. Firstly, calculate the unbiased estimate of predicted ratings of group members, namely, sample variance in order to compute the number of points far away from the center in group preference set. The method is called LVD (lambda via disagreement), and the formula is as follows:
and the calculating formula of is as follows:
Here, | | refers to the number of a group and indicator function is introduced: 1[ ] refers to that if is true, then expression is 1, unless 0. pred( , ) represents user 's predicted rating on item by individual recommendation system.
LVTP.
Owing to the structural of LVD is simple, some requirements should be met on the size and predicted distribution of groups. On the one hand, in the case with which In order to address the above issue, the method LVTP (lambda via two parts) is proposed in that case as the following steps: firstly, the standard value , a balancing item , would be set; secondly, utilizing standard value divides the predictions of group members into different two parts, a big one is Greater and a small one is Les ; finally, calculate lambda value on each item . The formula is as follows:
Here Greater represents the average value of bigger than standard value in rating set. Indicator function is introduced: 1[ ] refers to that if is true, then expression is 1, unless 0. Note that, in step 3, if Greater = ⌀ or Les = ⌀, which means that ratings of group on item reach consensus and indicates that group members are either like or dislike item , then = 0, which means that social network has almost no influence on item . Particularly, is a smooth factor, in order to avoid if (Greater − Les ) = max(Greater ) result in the GRS neglect of group's suggestions completely, as well as unreasonable.
With regard to the choice of standard values, this paper considers the following three aspects: (1) The mid value of the range can be evaluated; for example, the maximum score for a certain item is 10 and the lowest is 1. The mid value is (10 + 1)/2 = 5.5, and 5.5 is the standard value. ( 2) The mean of all predictions of item in the training data is the standard value, and the standard values for each item are different. (3) The median of all predictions of item in the training data is the standard value, and the standard values for each item are different. 
Group Recommendation Systems Based on External Social-Trust Networks
A Description of the Aggregation Strategy.
In group recommendation systems, preference fusion refers to integrating the preferences of group members and preference fusion is also known as the aggregation strategy [11] or the Aggregate Rules [34] ; for the unity of terminology, this paper uses the term aggregation strategy. Ricci et al. [11] described 10 aggregation strategies in detail, and having relatively better strategies such as average strategy and average without misery in a series of experiments of another paper. In average strategy, the group rating for a particular item is computed as the average rating over all individuals.
where | | is the group size and pred( , ) is the predicted rating for each user and every item . Table 3 shows example of average strategy, and gpred is predicted rating of group. Maximum satisfaction strategy refers to the greatest rating item in whole group, ignoring the others' lower ratings.
where maxpred refers to max prediction rating in set. Table 4 shows the example about the maximum satisfaction.
Group disagreement with the project [1] dis( , ) indicates the degree of difference of users in the group on the predicted score of the project .
mean( , ) denotes the mean of the group prediction ratings of item . Table 5 gives an example of the bifurcation calculation.
GRITrust Algorithm. According to the description of
and OAR(OG, ) on Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the result can be computed with those parameters. Note that, if there is no prediction on CGP( , ) but on OAR(OG, ). The group recommendation systems' result is not empty but OAR(OG, ). Above method can ease the cold start problem on GRS. Sometimes, the user has no any ratings, and the system can able to help him to find some better answers. In this paper, the algorithm named group recommender involve trust (GRITrust) network pseudocode is in Algorithm 1.
Experiments
Experimental Data.
In order to verify proposed method all performance experiments were conducted on an open data.
Dataset. We have used the FilmTrust (https://www.librec.net/ datasets/filmtrust.zip) [35] ratings dataset for evaluation purposes. The statistics of this dataset are shown in Tables 6  and 7 . And rating range is [0. 5, 4] .
The dataset has been built as follows: firstly, the actual rating of users who have evaluated movies has been divided into 8 to 2, which means the preferences of item for each people; for instance, some users have 10 ratings of different items, training set has 8 ratings, and test set has 2. However some few users have no more than 5 ratings and cannot be split, and we will drop it. Then the training set has 1482 users and test set has 1421 ones, because a bit of users have no rating counts enough. Particularly, only there are 609 users who can trust one or more other ones which means just 41 percent of users would use social network in the training set. Let be ratio value that is numbers of users on the network to training set population, and the value is 0.41. We can calculate the probability of using social networks as 1 − (1 − ) via Binomial Distribution when group size is . And if we can get = 2, 3, 4 then the probability is 0.65, 0.80, 0.87. Obviously, the value is lower than others when equals 2. Furthermore, in order to verify the reliability of the proposed method, we would separately discuss the case where the group size is 2.
In this paper, a randomized grouping method is used to conduct the experiment. In the group selection, we noticed that if we experiment with a random group of three people, considering each possibility that brings a large computing cost, for example, when there are 1000 users in dataset, and there are 166, 167, 000 randomly selected combinations of 3 people. Obviously, if the numbers and the sizes of groups are appropriately increased, it is impossible to calculate them one by one. For this sake of convenience, we conducted a random sample of studies.
Evaluation Method Description.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the root mean square error (RMSE) [7] is used as evaluation method which can assess the quality of the recommended system in terms of accuracy, and the formula is as follows:
where is the number of items recommended in the group. 
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Randomly Divided into Groups Experiment.
The basic idea of the experiment is Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithm in the training set; each user has not seen item prediction rating, resulting in personalized recommendations. Then randomly select a group and calculate the dynamic adjustment parameters , finding the group members trusted in the trust network object, selecting the appropriate aggregation strategy and calculating prediction ratings of item by formula (1). Finally, comparing predictions with the test set, note that the test set also uses the same aggregation strategy.
LVD in Table 8 indicates the method of calculating by LVD and LVTP denotes the method of calculating by LVTP. Methods of calculating standard value are mean standard value using the true value of the sample; mid standard value using the middle of the range which can be evaluated; median standard value using the median of the real sample.
According to group size we have randomly selected 100 times in this experiment, and group size is from 3 to 11. Figure 2 illustrates the performance of baseline, GRITrust dis, GRITrust mean, GRITrust mid, and GRITrust median with different group size. When group size is 3, GRITrust dis method is the best than others; it that means that LVP is better than LVTP. In addition, if group size is greater than 5, then LVTP is better than LVP; especially, GRITrust mid is better than others.
In order to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we carried out the same experiment on the maximum satisfaction strategy. The results of experiment are shown in Figure 3 . The GRITrust dis method is also significantly better than the other methods when group size is 3, but when group size is greater than 5, the error can still be smaller than baseline, and LVTP can get lower RMSE. Through the above two experiments, we show the effectiveness of the proposed method in group recommendation systems, when the large group disagreement is increasing the influence of the social network and vice versa.
Social Networking Utilization Ratio in Group Recommendation.
According to the research, there are three characteristics in group recommendation systems with social network: (1) not all users in social networks, which means that some users do not use social networks; (2) in the current social network, some users do not pay attention to others; (3) some users have little or no rating information on the item. Therefore, we can not guarantee getting the useful information at every time when visiting social networks. The definition of social network utilization is given below.
Definition 1.
In group recommendation systems with social network, is group recommendations, is social networks visited and used through recommendation system, and we define the ratio of and as the social network utilization ratio socail .
In order to verify the proposed method that is positively correlated with the social network utilization in group recommendation systems with social network, we used the same dataset and method as the random sample experiment except that different utilization ratios of social network were chosen to study the experiment. Among them, socail = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}, and the group size is from 3 to 10; for example, G3 indicates that the group size is 3.
In Figure 4 , using average strategy, we compared RMSE and social network utilization ratio. The conclusion can be reached that the decline of the Root Mean Square Error has little relationship with the size of the group; however, it is positively correlated with the social network utilization. Figure 5 shows the descent percent by social network utilization ratio. In Figure 6 , we evaluated RMSE of 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of social network utilization ratio in different group size. The experiment shows that RMSE decreases as the social network utilization ratio increases, and the effect achieved by GRITrust mid is relatively good, about 4% to 16%. Figure 7 is the social network utilization in the case of random sampling by different group size; we turn out that the larger the group is, the higher the social network utilization ratio is, and the range is 67%-92% in this dataset. According to Figure 6 , RMSE of our proposed method decreases by about 9%-15%.
The above experiment gives the result of using average strategy. In addition, RMSE is reduced as well by maximum satisfaction strategy with different group size in Figure 8 . The result of experiment demonstrates the potential of the proposed approach.
Similarly, Figure 9 shows that the RMSE of the proposed method decreases as the social network utilization ratios increase. And GRITrust median obtained the effect which is relatively good.
In Figure 10 we see that using method LVTP is better on average than method LVD with different coverage ratios. Among them, the effect of median in method LVTP is the best, and the average drop of root mean square error is the highest, 4.4%.
Through the above experimental verification, in the case of different social network utilization ratio, the higher the utilization rate of social network is, the better the effect of the method proposed in this article is, although the above experiment mainly discusses the case of 3-10 users, ignoring case of group size 2. 
Experiment with Group Size 2.
As mentioned earlier, when the number of users in a group is 2, the social network utilization ratio is 0.65. In fact, we can not achieve this value in a limited sample. On the other hand, according to the three aspects mentioned in Section 4.4, it indicates that the social network utilization ratio would not be too high. As a result we conducted a random sampling experiment, the experimental results shown in Table 9 ; therefore, we specially discussed group size 2. In this experiment, the group size is 2, and the random sample times are 1000, because the method LVD in the group size 2 according to Table 9 shows that we can not calculate the better results, so this experiment would not be considered. The experimental results are opposite in Figures 11 and 5 . In the case of 3-10 users, the results are better than the other methods among the methods by LVTP and standard value is GRITrust mid; however, RMSE of this result is higher than baseline as Figure 11 shows which indicates that the effect was not good. While the standard value is GRITrust median, the RMSE is relatively low, and the effect is better than other standard values.
Similarly in the maximum satisfaction strategy experiment, Figure 12 can get the same conclusion.
According to the above two comparative experiments, when the group size is 2, the method LVTP is adopted, and the root mean square error of taking median is the standard value that is the lowest, and the effect is the best. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces the influence of trust network on the group recommendation system. In the traditional group recommendation, when the group preference diverges, the potential intentions of some group members will be ignored. In this paper, we use the trust network relationship in social networks to introduce group members' external real information, through a true evaluation of an item, to amend the group of a forecast of an item, when the group disagreement is small, that is, within the group to achieve the same case, to reduce the social network recommended to the group impact. Thereby dynamically adjusting the impact of social networking factors improves the quality of group recommendations. Through experiments, different aggregation strategies are used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in different group sizes. The error of the proposed method does not increase with the increase of the group and will remain at a relatively low level. Based on this, we further discuss the influence of social network utilization on the results of the group recommendation system. Our method shows that, in the group recommendation system, under the same group size, the utilization rate of social network is higher and the root mean square error is lower. In other words, the higher social network utilization ratio is, the better group recommendation is obtained. This shows that, for a new user, as long as the user chooses a few trusted objects, our method can get a good result.
Although some results have been achieved, it does not fully utilize all the valid information in social networks, such as user similarity, user personality, and social status. This paper aims to verify the impact of group members outside other than discussing the relationship between group members, which will be the future need to be discussed. In addition, other domains need to be considered as well except movie; the size of the data is also the direction of efforts.
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